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Abstract
We study the problem of profiling news media001
on the Web with respect to their factuality of002
reporting and bias. This is an important but003
under-studied problem related to disinforma-004
tion and “fake news” detection, but it addresses005
the issue at a coarser granularity compared to006
looking at an individual article or an individ-007
ual claim. This is useful as it allows to pro-008
file entire media outlets in advance. Unlike009
previous work, which has focused primarily010
on text (e.g., on the text of the articles pub-011
lished by the target website, or on the textual012
description in their social media profiles or in013
Wikipedia), here our main focus is on model-014
ing the similarity between media outlets based015
on the overlap of their audience. This is mo-016
tivated by homophily considerations, i.e., the017
tendency of people to have connections to peo-018
ple with similar interests, which we extend to019
media, hypothesizing that similar types of me-020
dia would be read by similar kinds of users.021
In particular, we propose GREENER (GRaph022
nEural nEtwork for News mEdia pRofiling), a023
model that builds a graph of inter-media con-024
nections based on their audience overlap, and025
then uses graph neural networks to represent026
each medium. We find that such representa-027
tions on their own, or when augmented with028
representations for articles, and from Twitter,029
YouTube, Facebook, and Wikipedia are quite030
useful for predicting the factuality and the bias031
of news media outlets, yielding state-of-the-art032
results on four datasets for the two tasks.033

1 Introduction034

The problem of news media profiling with respect035

to their factuality of reporting and political bias is036

important but under-studied. It is related to disin-037

formation and “fake news” detection, but it is of038

different granularity compared to looking at an indi-039

vidual article or at an individual claim. This kind of040

profiling can be done by professional fact-checkers,041

who inspect the articles and the multimedia mate-042

rial published by the target news outlet.043

However, doing this automatically while solely 044

relying on text features is a very challenging task as 045

previous work has shown (Baly et al., 2018, 2020). 046

It gets even more complicated when considering 047

news sources where only limited amount of content 048

is available for evaluation. Therefore, not only is 049

there a need to more thoroughly characterize news 050

media, but there is also a need to be able to do so 051

in a predictive fashion using limited information. 052

A crucial consideration is the need to comple- 053

ment the textual representation with other elements 054

of a news medium that may serve as reliable indi- 055

cators of its factuality of reporting and bias. These 056

may relate to multimedia creation and curation pro- 057

cesses (Jin et al., 2016; ?), to its underlying in- 058

frastructure and technological components used to 059

serve its content (Fairbanks et al., 2018; Castelo 060

et al., 2019; Hounsel et al., 2020), and, more criti- 061

cally, to characteristics of its audience (Baly et al., 062

2020; Chen and Freire, 2020). 063

Here, we explore ways to augment the textual 064

representations from the articles published by a tar- 065

get news medium by introducing new information 066

sources that relate to media audience homophily, 067

audience engagement, and media popularity. In par- 068

ticular, we propose the GREENER (GRaph nEural 069

nEtwork for News mEdia pRofiling) model, which 070

builds graph neural networks that model the audi- 071

ence overlap between websites, which we further 072

complement with other state-of-the-art representa- 073

tions. Our contributions are as follows: 074

• We propose a novel model, based on graph 075

neural networks that models the audience over- 076

lap between media in order to predict the fac- 077

tuality and the bias of entire news outlets. 078

• We show that the information in our graph is 079

complementary to other information sources 080

such as the text of the articles by the target 081

news outlet, as well as to information from 082

Twitter, Youtube, Facebook, and Wikipedia. 083
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• We report sizable improvements over the state084

of the art on four standard datasets and for two085

tasks: predicting the factuality of reporting086

and the bias of news outlets.087

• We release the code, the data, the processed088

features, and the representations used in our089

experiments (https://anonymous/).090

2 Related Work091

Previous work on automating the process of charac-092

terizing news sites based on the factuality of their093

reporting and on their political bias has mainly094

focused on analysis of the textual content of the095

respective website (Afroz et al., 2012; Rubin et al.,096

2015; Rashkin et al., 2017; Potthast et al., 2018;097

Baly et al., 2018; Pérez-Rosas et al., 2019). Al-098

though style-based analysis of the text can help099

reveal the intent of an article, it cannot ultimately100

evaluate the authenticity and the objectivity of the101

claims stated in that article. In fact, as demon-102

strated by the results in (Baly et al., 2020) on a man-103

ually fact-checked and categorized dataset, state-of-104

the-art textual representations can only achieve a105

prediction accuracy around 70% for factuality and106

80% for bias. Thus, several approaches have been107

proposed to supplement the content-level analysis108

with other contextual and relational information109

available about the target news outlet.110

Multimedia has been an important element of111

conveying news and information by all news me-112

dia. Due to its prevalence, tampering detection113

and identification of processing related traces in114

photos and videos have long been a focus of study115

(Sencar and Memon, 2013). The fact that multime-116

dia editors of a news site follow a workflow when117

creating, acquiring, editing, and curating content118

for their pages makes it possible to characterize a119

website based on multimedia content. Therefore,120

visual features are increasingly being explored and121

used to predict the factuality of reporting of news122

media (Jin et al., 2016; Huh et al., 2018; Khattar123

et al., 2019; Zlatkova et al., 2019; Qi et al., 2019;124

Singhal et al., 2019).125

Beyond textual and visual features, news sites126

also exhibit distinct characteristics in the way they127

set up their infrastructure to serve content. To de-128

tect low-factuality news sites, it was proposed to129

use features that relate to network, web design, and130

data elements of the target website. At the network131

level, it was shown that a website’s domain, certifi-132

cate, and hosting properties can serve as reliable133

identifiers (Hounsel et al., 2020). Concerning the 134

web design aspect, several features capturing the 135

pattern of elements that govern the structure and the 136

style of a web page have been also used (Castelo 137

et al., 2019). Finally, at the data level, shared con- 138

tent among web sites and mutually linked sites 139

were used to identify similar sites (Fairbanks et al., 140

2018). Overall, a major advantage of using infras- 141

tructure features is their content-agnostic nature. 142

Another set of features used to estimate the fac- 143

tuality and the bias of a news source is based on 144

audience characteristics following the homophily 145

principle, which simply states that similar individ- 146

uals interact with each other at a higher rate than 147

with dissimilar ones. In the context of social me- 148

dia platforms, several approaches were proposed 149

to infer the similarity between news media through 150

obtaining and comparing descriptive characteris- 151

tics of the followers of a news medium (Baly et al., 152

2020) and by profiling how these followers respond 153

to the content of the target news medium in their 154

comments and with their posting and sharing behav- 155

ior (Wong et al., 2013; Chen and Freire, 2020). In 156

this regard, a more reliable indicator for similarity 157

of news sites is how much the followers of different 158

news media overlap (Darwish et al., 2020). 159

Ultimately, these features were all obtained from 160

disparate data sources and are all complementary 161

in nature. Therefore, a more accurate characteriza- 162

tion of the news reporting practice of a given news 163

medium can be achieved by deploying more com- 164

prehensive heterogeneous learning approaches. To 165

this objective, in this work, we propose to use graph 166

neural networks to model the audience homophily 167

relations based on audience overlap and engage- 168

ment statistics from Alexa. In order to provide a 169

more holistic view, our representation is also cou- 170

pled with state-of-the-art textual representations 171

extracted from media articles, as well as on other 172

audience characteristics proposed in the context of 173

social media platforms. 174

3 Method 175

To characterize the similarity between news me- 176

dia in terms of their factuality of reporting and 177

political bias, we mainly rely on audience over- 178

lap, which is based on the idea that if a group of 179

visitors have a common interest in some websites, 180

then those websites must be similar in some respect. 181

With this idea, we create an undirected Web audi- 182

ence overlap graph, where nodes represent news 183
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media sites and edges indicate that that two news184

sites have an overlapping set of visitors, as well as185

the degree of overlap. The graph is created using186

a seed list of news sites for which factuality and187

bias ratings are manually annotated by professional188

fact-checkers. This initial graph only captures the189

relation between websites due to visitors that are190

interested in a pair of sites, and it cannot represent191

indirect relations where visitors might have com-192

mon taste in their news consumption, but do not193

necessarily visit the same websites.194

In order to also identify such connections be-195

tween news sites, we iteratively expand the graph196

by adding new neighboring nodes for a more com-197

prehensive representation of the audience overlap,198

which is discussed in detail in section 3.2. The199

graph is further enhanced by incorporating user en-200

gagement statistics as node attributes in order to201

model the relation between a site and its visitors202

better. We then use graph neural networks to en-203

code these relations and to obtain node embeddings204

representing different categories of news sites. We205

further combine these embeddings with textual rep-206

resentations from articles from each news website.207

3.1 Data Sources208

3.1.1 Alexa Metrics209

Alexa is a web traffic analysis company that pro-210

duces statistics about the browsing behavior of In-211

ternet users. These statistics are computed over212

a rolling three-month window; they are updated213

daily, and are either obtained directly from sites214

that choose to install a tracking script on their web215

pages or are estimated from a sample of data gener-216

ated by millions of users using browser extensions217

and plug-ins related to Alexa.1 Figure 1 shows a218

sample Alexa page providing web traffic and do-219

main statistics for the website wsj.com.220

Figure 1: Alexa Rank information for wsj.com.

1www.alexa.com/find-similar-sites

We used the Alexa Audience Overlap Tool to 221

extract statistics, which we used to build our Web 222

audience overlap graph: links and node attributes. 223

Audience Overlap: This includes a list of web- 224

sites most similar to the target. Alexa calculates the 225

similarity between two websites based on shared 226

visitors and overlap in the keywords used in their 227

webpages. For each pair of overlapping sites, a 228

score is computed to quantify the degree of over- 229

lap. Preliminary analysis of Alexa Rank has shown 230

that a highly factual site, such as reuters.com, 231

has sizable audience overlap with other factual 232

sites. Similarly, a low-factuality website such 233

as infowars.com, shares audience with other low- 234

factulity websites. The audience homophily also 235

holds for political bias, e.g., foxnews.com and 236

cnn.com share audience primarily with other right- 237

and left-leaning websites, respectively. 238

Figure 2 shows the overlapping websites for 239

wsj.com, where we can see its homophily with 240

other high-factuality websites. A similar pattern is 241

observed for bias, where left/right-leaning websites 242

overlap with other left/right-leaning websites. 243

Figure 2: Audience overlap graph for The Wall Street
Journal, showing that most of its neighboring nodes
have the same factuality label: high.

Traffic Rank: A site’s rank is a measure of its 244

popularity, which is computed based on the number 245

of unique users that visit it and on the total number 246

of URL requests they made on a single day. Page 247

views corresponding to different URL requests are 248

counted separately only if they are 30 minutes apart 249

from each other. We logarithmically scale this rank 250

for a more compact representation. 251

Sites Linking In: This is the number of websites 252

in the Common Crawl corpus that link to a given 253

website. The list excludes links placed to influence 254

search engine rankings of the linked page. 255

Bounce Rate: Bounce rate is an engagement 256

statistic showing the level of interest visitors have 257

in the content of a website. It is measured as the per- 258
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centage of visits that consist of a single pageview,259

i.e., when the visitor does not click on any of the260

links on the landing page.261

Daily Pageviews per Visitor: This is the average262

number of pages viewed (or refreshed) by visitors.263

Daily Time on Site: This is another engagement264

statistics, which shows the average time, in min-265

utes and seconds, that a visitor spends on a target266

website each day. We convert it to seconds.267

Binarized Alexa Metrics: Among the above-268

described Alexa site metrics, Sites Linking In pro-269

duces a list of websites through analysis of web270

crawled data. Therefore, the completeness of the271

list depends on the crawling coverage. The last272

three metrics, (i.e., daily page views, bounce rate,273

and daily time on site) measure the level of user274

engagement with the website. If users bounce at275

a higher rate, do not stay very long, or only view276

a few pages, they are likely less interested in that277

website. Hence, the reliability of these three met-278

rics depends on the size of the sample of users that279

was used for the measurements. Due to these limita-280

tions, not all sites have such corresponding metrics281

calculated by AlexaRank: Table 6 shows statistics282

about the overall availability of these metrics for283

websites in the two datasets. Therefore, as a more284

crude measure of site popularity and engagement,285

we also use the binary versions of these four met-286

rics as features showing whether Alexa was able to287

provide these metrics for the target website. These288

are given in rows 8–11 of Table 6.289

3.1.2 Supplementary Sources290

News Articles and Wikipedia: Previous work on291

the task used either GloVe (Baly et al., 2018) or292

fine-tuned BERT encodings (Baly et al., 2020) of293

the news articles, and averaged these encodings294

across articles by the website to obtain a textual295

representation for the website/domain. Similarly,296

GloVe and pre-trained BERT were used to get en-297

codings for the Wikipedia descriptions of media.298

Thus, we also used articles and Wikipedia descrip-299

tions to obtain site-level textual representations.300

For the EMNLP-2018 Bias and Factuality tasks, we301

used the averaged GloVe encodings of the articles302

present on the website. For the ACL-2020 Bias303

and Factuality tasks, we used sentence encoders304

based on RoBERTa (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019)305

to encode the text, i.e., the articles or Wikipedia306

descriptions. For news media without a Wikipedia307

page, we used a vector of zeroes. We refer to these308

textual representations as Articles and Wikipedia.309

Audience Characteristics: In addition to mod- 310

eling the similarity between news media in terms 311

of the overlap of their audience and of quantifying 312

the level of engagement between a medium and 313

its followers, we also obtained an audience-centric 314

representation for each medium, by considering 315

the users of social media platforms that have inter- 316

est in the content created by these news sources. 317

For this purpose, we considered three features that 318

were reported to perform well in characterization 319

of followers of a news medium (Baly et al., 2020). 320

The first feature is based on how Twitter users 321

following the account of the medium self-describe 322

in their publicly accessible Twitter profiles. For 323

each medium, this is obtained by encoding the bi- 324

ographic descriptions of 5,000 English-speaking 325

Twitter followers, using BERT and obtaining an av- 326

erage representation. The second feature involves 327

how audience of the medium’s YouTube channel re- 328

spond to each video in terms of the number of com- 329

ments, views, likes and dislikes; by averaging these 330

statistics over all videos, another medium-level rep- 331

resentation is generated. The last feature includes 332

audience estimates from Facebook’s advertising 333

platform which is used to obtain demographic infor- 334

mation for the audience interested in each medium; 335

this data is used to obtain the audience distribu- 336

tion over the political spectrum, the distribution is 337

then divided into five categories, and each medium 338

is labeled accordingly. These three features are 339

hereinafter referred to as Twitter, YouTube, and 340

Facebook audience representations. 341

3.2 Audience Overlap Graph Construction 342

When queried with a target news site’s address, 343

the Alexa siteinfo2 tool returns a list of 4-5 sites 344

that are most similar to the queried website based 345

on audience overlap. For example, for wsj.com, 346

we obtain the following list of similar web- 347

sites and similarity scores: marketwatch.com 348

39.4, cnbc.com 39.4, bloomberg.com 35.9, 349

reuters.com 34.5. We use these pairs of web- 350

sites and overlap scores to build the edges of our 351

graph, as shown in Figure 2. Given a set of web- 352

sites, we repeatedly query for each website and we 353

grow our graph by adding new nodes and edges. 354

The resulting graph, obtained after performing this 355

task for every site in our dataset, is referred to as 356

level 0 audience overlap graph. 357

For richer and denser representations, we then 358

2http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo
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expand our overlap graph to higher levels. For this,359

we repeat the aforementioned steps of connecting360

website nodes according to audience overlap for the361

new websites identified during building the level-0362

overlap graph, which were not initially in our seed363

list of websites. This yields to level-1 overlap graph364

as displayed in Figure 3, where the distinction be-365

tween low-factuality and high-factuality nodes can366

be clearly observed. The same procedure is re-367

peated until obtaining level-4 graphs.368

Figure 3: Bird’s eye view of our overlap graph. Nodes
represent news sites and colors code site factuality: red
corresponds to low-factuality, green to high-factuality,
and white to mixed factuality and unknown sites.

3.3 Graph Embeddings369

In recent years, Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)370

have been extensively used to model dependen-371

cies and relations between entities and for rep-372

resentation learning to map graph nodes to low-373

dimensional dense representations. To get a rep-374

resentation for news source nodes in our overlap375

graphs, we used node2vec (Grover and Leskovec,376

2016), one of the earliest GNN frameworks. The377

model is inspired by word2vec (Mikolov et al.,378

2013), but instead of using sequences of words and379

optimizing the proximity loss, sequences for graph380

are generated by sampling random walks of a fixed381

maximum length for each node. These sequences382

of random walks are then used with a skip-gram383

model, just as with word2vec, to learn representa-384

tions for the nodes. We obtain a 512-dimensional385

vector representation for each (website) node in386

our graph; we will refer to these representations as387

graph embeddings throughout the paper.388

EMNLP-2018 ACL-2020

Political Bias Factuality Political Bias Factuality

Left 189 High 256 Left 243 High 162
Centre 564 Mixed 268 Centre 272 Mixed 249
Right 313 Low 542 Right 349 Low 453

Table 1: Label distribution for the two datasets.

4 Experiments and Evaluation 389

Datasets To evaluate our system, we use two 390

datasets from previous work: (Baly et al., 2018) 391

and (Baly et al., 2020). We will refer to them as 392

EMNLP-2018 dataset and ACL-2020 dataset, re- 393

spectively. Both datasets contain lists of media 394

domains along with their bias and factuality labels 395

from Media Bias/Fact Check,3 which is an indepen- 396

dent journalism outlet. Factuality is modeled on a 397

three-point scale, i.e., high, mixed, and low. Origi- 398

nally, political bias was modeled on a seven-point 399

scale, but previous work has merged the fringe la- 400

bels together and converted it into a three-point 401

scale, i.e., left, centre, and right. Table 1 shows the 402

label distribution of the two datasets. 403

404

405
Experimental Setup For the EMNLP-2018 406

dataset, we used our graph embeddings, and 407

GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) representations 408

for the articles. For the ACL-2020 dataset, we used 409

average RoBERTa sentence representations of the 410

articles and of the Wikipedia descriptions along 411

with graph embeddings, as well as representations 412

based on information from Twitter, YouTube, and 413

Facebook from the repository of (Baly et al., 2020). 414

In our repository we’ve documented every package 415

version so everyone can replicate our results. 416

For comparability, we kept our experimental 417

setup identical to the previous work, with the only 418

change being our new representations. We used 419

five-fold cross-validation to train and to evaluate 420

an SVM model using different representations. We 421

performed grid search to tune the values of the 422

hyper-parameters of our SVM model with an RBF 423

kernel. As the datasets for both years and for both 424

tasks are imbalanced, we optimized macro-F1 us- 425

ing grid search. We evaluated our model on the 426

remaining unseen fold, and we report both macro- 427

F1 score and accuracy. 428

For studying the efficacy of our system, we com- 429

pare the results of EMNLP-2018 dataset to the best 430

previous overall models and with models using 431

3http://mediabiasfactcheck.com/
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# Model F1 Acc.

1 Majority class baseline 22.47 50.84

Previous work: (Baly et al., 2018)
2 Articles (GloVe) 58.02 64.35
3 Best overall model (Articles + Twitter + Wikipedia + URL analysis + Alexa Rank) 59.91 65.48

Our results
4 Graph embeddings 60.60 68.19
5 Graph embeddings + AlexaMetrics 60.42 67.73
6 Graph embeddings + Articles (early fusion) 62.25 68.11
7 Graph embeddings + Articles (late fusion) 65.28 72.33
8 Graph embeddings + Articles + AlexaMetrics (late fusion) 65.88 72.51

Table 2: Factuality prediction on the EMNLP-2018 data. In lines 6–8, we use article representation from line 2.

# Model F1 Acc.

1 Majority class baseline 22.93 52.43

Previous work: (Baly et al., 2020)
2 Best “Who Read It” model 42.48 58.76
3 Articles (BERT) 61.46 67.94
4 Best overall model (Articles + Twitter + YouTube) 67.25 71.52

Our results
5 Graph embeddings 59.70 67.20
6 Graph embeddings + AlexaMetrics 59.55 66.01
7 Articles (RoBERTa) 61.06 66.94
8 Graph embeddings + Articles (early fusion) 65.59 70.20
9 Graph embeddings + Articles (late fusion) 62.26 67.87
10 Graphs embeddings + Articles + Twitter + YouTube + Facebook (early fusion) 64.34 69.73
11 Graphs embeddings + Articles + Twitter + YouTube + Facebook (late fusion) 68.05 72.76
12 Graphs embeddings + Articles + Twitter + YouTube + Facebook + AlexaMetrics (late fusion) 69.67 73.69

Table 3: Factuality prediction on ACL-2020 data. In lines 8–12, we use the article representation from line 7; in
lines 10–12, we use the representations for Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook from the GitHub of (Baly et al., 2020).

only textual representations (which was also the432

best-performing single feature). As our audience433

overlap graph falls under the Who Read It cate-434

gory of features in (Baly et al., 2020), for the 2020435

tasks, in addition to the best previous model and436

the best model using textual representations, we437

also compare to the best Who Read It model.438

We used two strategies to combine representa-439

tions: early fusion and late fusion. In early fusion,440

we train a single classifier using a concatenation of441

the representations. In late fusion, we train separate442

classifiers for each type of representation, and then443

we train an ensemble by averaging the posterior444

probabilities obtained by each model.445

In the case of late fusion, our models learn differ-446

ent weights, which ensures that more attention is447

paid to the probabilities produced by better models.448

We used Nvidia’s K80 GPUs to train the graph449

embeddings and to obtain the RoBERTa encodings,450

both of which took around 30 minutes. The neural451

network training and inference phases were both452

carried out on the CPU.453

Factuality Prediction Table 2 shows our results 454

for the EMNLP-2018 Factuality Task. We can see 455

that our graph embeddings (row 4) outperform the 456

Articles representations (row 2) and the best result 457

from previous work (row 3), which combines rep- 458

resentations from several sources. When our graph 459

representations are used together with the Articles 460

representation, we improve the best previous re- 461

sult by +5.37 macro-F1 points absolute (row 7). 462

This also confirms that graph embeddings are com- 463

plementary to the textual representations. Adding 464

Alexa Metrics (Has Daily Pageviews per Visitor) 465

in our system yields an additional improvement of 466

+0.50 macro-F1 points absolute (row 8). 467

Table 3 shows our results on the ACL-2020 Fac- 468

tuality dataset and task. Here our graph embed- 469

dings and Articles representation (rows 5-6) per- 470

form comparable to the best text representation 471

from previous work (row 3), which used fine-tuned 472

BERT. When our graph embeddings are used to- 473

gether with Articles representations (rows 7-8), we 474

outperform previous Article representations (row 475
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# Model F1 Acc.

1 Majority class baseline 22.61 51.33

Previous work: (Baly et al., 2018)
2 Articles (GloVe; our rerun) 61.64 68.01
3 Best overall model (Articles + Wikipedia + URL analysis + Alexa Rank) 63.27 69.89

Our results
4 Graph embeddings 67.64 73.55
5 Graph embeddings + AlexaMetrics 66.22 72.89
6 Graphs embeddings + Articles (early fusion) 68.52 73.55
7 Graphs embeddings + Articles (late fusion) 70.79 75.61
8 Graphs embeddings + Articles + AlexaMetrics (late fusion) 72.18 76.17

Table 4: Bias prediction on EMNLP-2018 data. In lines 6–8, we use the article representation from line 2.

# Model F1 Acc.

1 Majority Class 19.18 40.39

Previous work: (Baly et al., 2020)
2 Articles (BERT) 79.34 79.75
3 Best “Who Read it” model 65.12 66.44
4 Best overall model (Articles + Wikipedia + Twitter + YouTube) 84.77 85.29

Our results
5 Graph embeddings 75.70 76.95
6 Graph embeddings + AlexaMetrics 73.80 74.97
7 Articles (RoBERTa) 79.75 80.21
8 Graphs embeddings + Articles (early fusion) 78.48 79.05
9 Graphs embeddings + Articles (late fusion) 82.60 83.24
10 Graphs embeddings + Articles + Wikipedia + Twitter + YouTube (early fusion) 78.53 79.16
11 Graphs embeddings + Articles + Wikipedia + Twitter + YouTube (late fusion) 85.72 86.15
12 Graphs embeddings + Articles + Wikipedia + Twitter + YouTube + AlexaMetrics (late fusion) 86.15 86.50

Table 5: Bias Prediction on ACL-2020 data. In lines 8–12, we use the article representation from line 7; in lines
10–12, we use the representations for Wikipedia, Twitter, and YouTube from the GitHub of (Baly et al., 2020).

3). Comparing the graph embeddings with other au-476

dience characteristics (the Who Read It category of477

features), we can see that the discrimination power478

inherent to the audience overlap feature is much479

higher (by +17.22 macro-F1 points absolute) than480

that of the latter features. We outperform the previ-481

ous best published result (row 4) when we incorpo-482

rate graph embeddings and textual representations483

with Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook features (row484

11). Finally, adding Alexa Metrics (Has Bounce485

Rate and Has Daily Time on Site) increases the486

macro-F1 score by +0.43 points absolute (row 12).487

Bias Prediction Table 4 shows evaluation results488

on the EMNLP-2018 Bias task. Here, we observe489

that our graph embeddings (row 4) alone outper-490

form the previous best overall model (row 3). Our491

graph embeddings when combined with Articles492

representations (row 7) yield a substantial increase493

of +7.52 macro-F1 points absolute over the best494

previous result. The results in rows 2, 4, and 7495

demonstrate that graph embeddings and Articles496

representations are complementary. Finally, row 497

8 demonstrates that adding Alexa Metrics (Has 498

Daily Pageviews per Visitor and Has Daily Time on 499

Site) to the system in row 7 further improves the 500

performance by +1.39 macro-F1 points absolute. 501

Table 5 shows the results for the ACL-2020 Bias 502

task. Our RoBERTa-based Articles representations 503

(row 7) perform better than previous Articles rep- 504

resentations (row 2), which used fine-tuned BERT. 505

Similarly to the ACL-2020 Factuality task, our 506

graph embeddings (row 5) here too outperform 507

the best result from the Who Read It feature group 508

(row 3) by +10.58 macro-F1 points absolute. Then, 509

graph embeddings, when combined with our Ar- 510

ticles representation (row 9) perform comparably 511

to the previous best overall result (row 4). When 512

we also use Wikipedia, Twitter and YouTube repre- 513

sentations (row 11), we improve the previous best 514

result for the task (row 4). The results further im- 515

prove in row 12 when adding Alexa Metrics (Has 516

Daily Time on Site): an increase of +0.43 macro-F1 517

points absolute compared to row 11. 518
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5 Discussion519

Other Features Tested Alexa Site Info main-520

tains a wide array of audience centric statistics for521

the websites. Apart from audience overlap, we522

also experimented with other features: Alexa Rank,523

Total Sites Linking In, Daily Page Views per Visi-524

tor, Bounce Rate, Average Daily Time per Visitor.525

Table 6 shows that these features performed bet-526

ter than the majority class baselines, they are not527

very strong. Note that most of these features were528

heavily unpopulated for a substantial part of our529

website dataset, which could be the reason for their530

mediocre performance. Regardless, site popularity531

and engagement metrics are potentially very use-532

ful for bias and factuality prediction. In fact, as533

our results show, even their binarized versions are534

helpful, even on top a very a strong system.535

Inductive Graph Embeddings Inductive Graph536

Representations are a topic of great research in-537

terest in Deep Learning right now, and they have538

been recently used in the misinformation and dis-539

information domain as well (Nguyen et al., 2020).540

The main advantage of Inductive Graph Represen-541

tations is that, in case of addition of new nodes542

to the graph, the resulting representations can be543

generated without recomputation. This saves time544

and computational resources for retraining these545

embeddings. In particular, we tried GraphSAGE546

(Hamilton et al., 2018) and Attri2Vec (Zhang et al.,547

2019) representations of nodes with Alexa Features548

as attributes, but due to their absence for most of the549

nodes, we could not achieve much improvement.550

Different Levels Our preliminary experiments551

have shown that, as we use embeddings from higher552

level graphs, performance improves. Table 7 shows553

our results on incremental levels of graphs on the554

EMNLP-2018 factuality dataset. We can notice a555

jump of +15.40 macro-F1 points absolute when go-556

ing from a level-0 to a level-4 graph. This increase557

in performance can be attributed to the addition of558

more nodes and denser connections between them559

in the graph, which enhances our graph embed-560

dings. After these preliminary results, we decided561

to use level 4 embeddings as our overlap graph562

embeddings in all our experiments.563

Who Read It vs. What Was Written Features564

With the introduction of graph embeddings in the565

Who Read It feature category, we narrowed the566

gap between What Was written and Who Read It567

features, as reported in (Baly et al., 2020). 568

# Model % Pop. F1 Acc.

1 Majority class baseline – 22.47 50.84
2 Alexa Rank (reciprocal) 99.92 22.46 50.75

3 Alexa Rank (logarithm) 99.92 44.81 55.07
4 Total Sites Linking In 94.98 45.28 55.72
5 Bounce Rate 31.09 44.70 55.25
6 Average Daily Time 36.27 44.13 56.10
7 Daily Pageviews 61.08 44.93 56.85

8 Has Total Sites Linking In 94.98 23.03 50.94
9 Has Bounce Rate 31.09 42.70 59.38
10 Has Average Daily Time 36.27 42.50 59.47
11 Has Daily Pageviews 61.08 37.19 56.10

12 Combination of 3–7 – 48.14 57.50

13 Combination of 8–11 – 43.08 59.19

Table 6: Factuality prediction on the EMNLP-2018 data
using different statistics from Alexa. Line 2 shows a
result from (Baly et al., 2018). Line 12 combines lines 3–
7, and line 13 combines lines 8–11. For missing values,
we take the mean value of the feature.

Model Nodes Edges F1 Acc.

Majority – – 22.47 50.84

level 0 1,062 4,837 45.20 57.50
level 1 4,238 20,335 55.80 64.70
level 2 11,867 57,320 56.78 65.01
level 3 30,889 149,110 57.70 66.10
level 4 78,429 377,260 60.60 68.19

Table 7: Ablation study: factuality prediction on
the EMNLP-2018 data using graph embeddings from
graphs of different levels of expansion.

6 Conclusion and Future Work 569

We studied the problem of media profiling with 570

respect to their factuality of reporting and bias. 571

Motivated by homophily considerations, we built 572

a graph of inter-media connections based on the 573

audience overlap for the target pair of news me- 574

dia, and then we used graph neural networks to 575

come up with representations for each medium. We 576

found that such representations, especially when 577

augmented with Alexa Metrics and additional infor- 578

mation sources from Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, 579

and Wikipedia, are quite useful, yielding state-of- 580

the-art results on four standard datasets for predict- 581

ing the factuality and the bias of news media. 582

In future work, we plan to experiment with other 583

kinds of graph neural networks. We further want 584

to integrate additional information sources. 585
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Ethics and Broader Impact586

Data Collection and Limitations We collected587

the data for our graph using the Alexa Audience588

Overlap Tool.4 Although obtained Alexa statis-589

tics provide an extensive view of audience overlap590

across media sites, it is not comprehensive as they591

are only limited to top-five sites for each query.592

Further, sites with fewer audience are likely to be593

more prone to measurement error, therefore infer-594

ring factuality and bias ratings of those sites is more595

challenging.596

Biases There might be biases in our gold labels597

from Media Bias/Fact Check, as in some judgments598

for factuality and bias might be subjective. These599

biases, in turn, will likely be exacerbated by the600

supervised models trained on them (Waseem et al.,601

2020). This is beyond our control, as are the poten-602

tial biases in pre-trained large-scale transformers603

such as BERT and RoBERTa, which we use in our604

experiments.605

Intended Use and Potential Misuse Our models606

can enable analysis of entire news outlets, which607

could be of interest to fact-checkers, journalists, so-608

cial media platforms, and policymakers. Yet, they609

could also be misused for malicious attacks like610

targeting specific parts of the audience with misin-611

formation news. We, therefore, ask researchers to612

exercise caution.613

Environmental Impact We would also like to614

warn that the use of large-scale Transformers re-615

quires a lot of computations and the use of GPUs/T-616

PUs for training, which contributes to global warm-617

ing (Strubell et al., 2019). This is a bit less of an618

issue in our case, as we do not train such models619

from scratch; rather, we fine-tune them on rela-620

tively small datasets. Moreover, running on a CPU621

for inference, once the model is fine-tuned, is per-622

fectly feasible, and CPUs contribute much less to623

global warming.624
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Appendix765

Figures 4–7 show examples of Alexa Rank766

Audience Overlap statistics for reuters.com,767

foxnews.com, cnn.com, and infowars.com. We can768

see that a highly factual site, such as reuters.com,769

has sizable audience overlap with other factual770

sites. Similarly, a low-factuality website such771

as infowars.com, shares audience with other low-772

factuality websites. The audience homophily also773

holds for political bias as can be seen in cases of774

foxnews.com and cnn.com.775

Figure 4: Alexa Rank audience overlap for reuters.com.

Figure 5: Alexa Rank audience overlap for
foxnews.com.

Figure 6: Alexa Rank audience overlap for cnn.com.

Figure 7: Alexa Rank audience overlap for in-
fowars.com.
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